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The book begins by introducing the reader to a fantastic possibility - that humanity may be on the

verge of a major shift in consciousness rooted in a new understanding of how our DNA operates -

namely that it is programmed directly by the way we think and feel. This is a highly ambitious and

sophisticated system for shaping one's destiny. Based around 64 archetypes, it resembles the I

Ching in its vast scope and profound importance, and in the resonant character of its symbolism.

The author shows how there are two ways to approach the Gene Keys - the analogue (holistic) way

and the digital (detailed) way. It is the combining of both analogue and digital that results in

contemplation - the primary pathway into the Gene Keys. Since our beliefs shape our genes, when

we change our beliefs, we change the chemistry of our body. The Gene Keys are an inner language

whose central purpose is to transform our core beliefs about ourselves, thus raising our lives onto a

new level of awareness. The book works alongside state-of-the-art online profiling software.This

software will provide instantaneous free profiles known as 'Hologenetic Profiles', which uses

astrological data (time, date and place of birth) to generate a unique sequence of Gene Keys that

relate to many aspects of your life, including the underlying genetic patterns governing your

relationships, your finances, your health and your life purpose. As the reader contemplates the 64

Gene Keys over time and applies their insights in his or her own life, so one's belief system will

begin to change and our DNA will actually start to transform the way we think and feel.
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Having been a seeker for over 45 years, and inner work beingcentral for that long as well, this book

has given me moreunderstanding and wisdom and refuge than anything else.About everything - the

species, a historical understandingof our evolution, and through its use with our Bodygraph,

basedon our date and time of birth, about my own psyche and soul. TheBodygraph can be obtained

from Integral Human Designor the author's website genekeysgoldenpath.com.Its descriptions of our

shadows - our unconscious parts,is the most sophisticated and beautiful I've seen.It explains with

great truth and compassion, what anincredible portal they are to embodying our full potential.It is an

extraordinary work at an extraordinary time,with so much hope for our evolution to createheaven on

earth with love.I recommend it with all my heart and soul.

I can't the depth in which this book engages you. I found myself lost and then found within the

pages of this deep and inspiring book of wisdom. If everyone knew their gene code this world would

find peace... I knew the I-Ching is a great resource but I never knew the depth of wisdom it evokes

to all who have the ears and heart to take it in. The Gene Keys is a precious book because of how it

is written. The author is someone I would like to meet because he has discovered a depth of

wisdom that moves mountains. Thank the heavens for such a masterful piece of work...

This book itself is a psycho-spiritual treasure and life-long companion... And

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Ëœdeep-divingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ into the GoldenPath-- a series of webinars offered

in Genekeys.com that delve into the depth and breadth of the Gene keys and their lines-- is like no

other. It is a most elucidating and joyous self-awakening journey! We are compassionately invited to

appreciate our shadows as service-propellers of our gifting pathways to the worldÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•

without private shame, self-battering or inner judgments as we consciously or subconsciously

repeat our behavioral patterns, or when we regress emotionallyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•all the while being

inspired by embracing glimpses of our siddhis...I have been on this inward journey of my Gene Keys

for a few years nowÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•taking pauses in between to allow room for new perspectives to

emanate from within. This is not a path for the fainted heart, or a half-hearted playing field. Yet it is

the most profoundly sustaining self-contemplation Grand Crossing that I have ever undertaken. It is



a firm and clear, yet kind and gentle self-honoring Way of inner-illumination based on our own DNA

codons that correlate with the 64 hexagrams of the I-Ching. Born of Chinese origin, the I-Ching

cosmology is imprinted in my psyche, yet I was left yearning for more through the years beyond its

oracles laced with nuances of patriarchyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•which I do understand and even

appreciate, given the ancient time frame when this divine knowledge was 'gifted' to humanity.I find it

fascinating how a cosmic equilibrium is manifesting itself in this world of spiraling evolutionary

consciousness. Through Richard RuddÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s transmissions, the West is 'gifting' a

divine feminine approach to naturally balance out the still masculine undercurrents of the

I-ChingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s wisdomÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•coming full circle to reverse the historically

analytical Western mind and the circuitous Eastern mind, and thus synchronize them. A new

harmony of East-West confluence is born.The GoldenPath is our own Fountain of Youth. It

synergizes and illuminates all sacred systems without the need for refutation. It is self-liberating as it

is self-affirming, and divinely re-awakening from the core of our being. It is a

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœhomecomingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ invitation to plumb the depth of our unique

GeniusÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•in ways not possible before without fathoming our personal hologenetic

profile. I am deeply grateful to the immeasurable generosity and perseverance of Richard Rudd who

continues gifting to humanity with transmissions for self-unshackling, with humor and with

compassion for all of life dramas. We, together, can imagine and solidify this newborn pathway of

Peace into existenceÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•the Amazing Grace that we each carry in our hearts.

Excellent Book for EvolutionIf used, this book will help you shift to a higher level of consciousness, it

will help you see humanity and your place in it, while helping you navigate thru life. Richard Rudd is

a forerunner in consciousness. He has developed a sequence that can be taken online using the

Gene Keys that helps you open to all areas of your being. Not for the faint of heart, it is for someone

who really wants to know and understand how they are hardwired and how they can raise the

vibration of the planet. Highly recommended.

This is a very important work. It stands alone or accompanies the Golden Path sequence available

on the Gene Keys website. I have been amazed at the accuracy of my Hologenetic Profile and have

an on-going study of all 64 Gene Keys. This is not a book to read cover to cover, it is a book to pick

up, read a little and then contemplate and integrate the wisdom it contains. For me this is a lifetime

study. Every time I re-read a Gene Key chapter more is revealed to me. Highly recommended if you

take your personal development at all seriously.



I highly recommend this book as a timeless resource and also suggest reading the 55th Gene Key

first. This single transmission is a prelude to a genetic mutation affecting humanity individually and

collectively that will enhance your understanding of the other 63 amazing transmissions in this

book.Here's a quote by Carl Sagan that describes this labor or love perfectly:"Somewhere,

something incredible is waiting to be known."Thank you Richard Rudd for bringing this wisdom to

our awareness and making it approachable.The Gene Keys book, and the companion journey

known as The Golden Path, guide us to make the unknown known by revealing our unique hidden

potential. For those that are ready, it also demonstrates a reliable model for releasing your specific

gifts to the collective with the vision of prosperity for all.Without taking any action other than reading

the introduction to this book, you will experience less judgment and more compassion for yourself

and others. If you read beyond the introduction, you run the risk of falling helplessly in love with

humanity.In addition, 'The Spectrum of Consciousness' distills the essence of the Gene Keys into a

simple and practical guide. This single page alone is worth the price of the entire book and so much

more.
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